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Abstract- Brain tumors remain a menacing disease calling for early detection to get a treatment that will work out most in your case. This 
article dwells on a topic of brain diagnostics in the period of 2020-2024 from the view of technology novelty, machine learning applications, and 
emerging technologies. It speaks of the usage of techniques such as MRI, CT, PET, DTI and fMRI in health movies, cancer behavior and therapy 
planning. This paper will do so using machine learning techniques which include CNNs, SVMs, and random forests to support cancer diagnosis, 
classification and prediction. The discussed advantage of possible modern technologies like nanotechnology, liquid biopsy, and optical imaging 
which facilitate higher accuracy and implementation of personalized therapeutic modalities is covered. It clearly shows how these therapies 
affect the entire treatment system and touches upon the necessity of the multidisciplinary approach as well as the data validity and integration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Brain tumors are a worldwide concern that account for more than the 700,000 new cases diagnosed globally each year ([13]). 
Tumoral brain tissue is indeed complicated as well as the complicated structure of brain anatomy and its function which 
brings to light the immeasurable significance of timely and correct diagnosis for patients. Modern equipment has significantly 
shrunk on the time required to diagnose brain tumors. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for now, is still the standard of care 
for brain tumors due to its intact cellular architecture and multimodality, thus giving us a better understanding of the 
microstructure and the vasculature of the tumor [6]. Computed tomography (CT), especially power spectrum CT, allows rapid 
and comprehensive evaluation of intracranial lesions. It is useful for large image files as it shows high performance and 
classification [23]. New technologies such as nanotechnology, liquid biopsy and optical imaging are expected to increase the 
sensitivity and specificity of tumor detection and provide non-invasive methods and targets for tumor evaluation and 
monitoring [24]. Difficulties remain in translating this technology into daily practice. Design of the imaging system, validation 
of new biomarkers, and integration of multimodal data are also important to increase the accuracy of diagnosis and clinical 
use. Additionally, clinical validation and use of technology in brain cancer research requires rigorous testing in real-world 
settings, highlighting the importance of collaborative research [22]. 

This literature review is designed to provide an overview of the latest advances in brain cancer diagnosis from 2020 to 2024 
and examine the use of advanced assessment model, machine learning algorithms, and new technologies in brain diagnosis. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Brain tumor detection has greatly improved brain diagnosis thanks to the integration of imaging models, machine learning 
algorithms, and new technologies. Imaging techniques such as MRI, CT, PET, DTI and fMRI increase the accuracy of diagnosis 
by capturing changes in tumors and white matter. Machine learning, especially deep learning such as CNN, can classify and 
categorize image data. Transfer learning and learning integration demonstrate the power of classification and interpretation 
of brain tumors. New technologies such as nanotechnology, liquid biopsy and optical therapy offer new ways to improve the 
brain's ability to see and control vision. However, challenges and research gaps remain, such as the design of imaging 
techniques and the validity of emerging biomarkers. 
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Table 1: Key finding by Survey of Research papers 

Year Study Key Findings 

2024 [4] 
A deep learning-based tumor segmentation algorithm was developed using convolutional neural 
network (CNN) architecture. High accuracy using tumor identification made on MRI scans. 

2023 [7] 

Prospective study evaluating the utility of liquid biopsy for treatment monitoring in recurrent 
glioblastoma patients. Changes in circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) levels correlated with treatment 
response. 

2023 [5] 

Multi-center study comparing the performance of deep learning algorithms for brain tumor 
segmentation on MRI scans. Found variations in segmentation accuracy across different algorithms 
and datasets. 

2022 [11] 

Clinical literature has demonstrated the use of intraoperative optical coherence tomography (OCT) for 
immediate imaging of brain tumors during surgery. It improves tumor growth while protecting the 
vital functions of the brain. 

2022 [22] 
Regression analysis of support vector machine (SVM)-based classification of brain tumors from MRI 
scans. It has been reported to be sensitive and specific in distinguishing between tumors and grades. 

2021 [24] 

Review article summarizing advances in nanotechnology applications for brain tumor management. 
Discussed the potential of gold nanoparticles for MRI enhancement and targeted drug delivery in brain 
tumor imaging and therapy. 

2021 [23] 

Comparative study evaluating different machine learning algorithms for brain tumor classification 
based on imaging features. Found convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to outperform support vector 
machines (SVMs) and decision trees in accuracy and efficiency. 

2021 [25] 

Longitudinal study investigating diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-derived biomarkers for treatment 
response prediction in gliomas. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) values 
correlated with patient outcomes and survival. 

2021 [26] 

Comprehensive review of emerging technologies in brain tumor detection. Discussed the applications 
of optical imaging, liquid biopsies, and artificial intelligence in improving diagnostic accuracy and 
treatment outcomes in brain tumor management. 

2021 [22] 
Systematic review of machine learning approaches in brain tumor detection. Highlighted the strengths 
and limitations of different algorithms and their potential impact on clinical practice. 

 

Research Gap Question: 

RQ: While significant progress has been made in brain tumor detection using advanced imaging modalities and machine 
learning techniques, what are the key challenges and research gaps in translating these advancements into routine clinical 
practice, particularly in terms of standardization, validation, and integration of multi-modal data for improving diagnostic 
accuracy and patient outcomes? 

This research gap question highlights the need for further investigation into the practical implementation of advanced brain 
tumor detection technologies, focusing on addressing existing challenges and bridging the gap between research findings and 
clinical utility. 

3. IMAGING MODALITIES FOR BRAIN TUMOR DETECTION 
 

3.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI):  MRI is a crucial tool in brain tumor imaging due to its high-resolution detail and 
soft tissue contrast. DTI enhances sensitivity and specificity by capturing microstructural alterations. DCE-MRI improves 
sensitivity in detecting tumor micro vascularization, with reported accuracies exceeding 90%. 
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Table 2: Comparison of MRI Sequences for Brain Tumor Imaging 

MRI Sequence Advantages Limitations 

T1-weighted Anatomical visualization 
Limited contrast between tumor and normal 
tissue 

T2-weighted Differentiation of tumor types Susceptibility to motion artifacts 

Diffusion-weighted Detection of tumor microstructure Sensitivity to magnetic susceptibility artifacts 

Perfusion-
weighted 

Assessment of tumor vascularity and 
perfusion Interpretation challenges in perfusion maps 

 

3.2 Computed Tomography (CT): CT exam is a crucial test that allows healthcare specialists to diagnose intracranial 
diseases, including tumors, and detect deviations. A literature review conducted by Wang et al (2021) concluded that the 
test had a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 89% when diagnosing cerebral palsy. Recent innovation of CT with multi-
detector allowed for the improvement of spatial resolution and reduction of the radiating dose which observed in 
emergency cases. In addition to this, spectral CT technology also offers a premier image malignant sin from benign lesions. 
 

Figure 1: Example of CT Imaging in Brain Tumor Detection 

 

3.3 Positron Emission Tomography (PET): In PET imaging FDG radiotracers are employed to perform metabolic analysis of 
cancer cells. As per Zhang et al. (2023), the hybrid PET/MRI imaging resulted in an accuracy of up to 92% sensitivity and 
86% accuracy. Such is useful for tumor grading and treatment planning and for the localization and metabolic 
characteristics of patients which in turn helps to build confidence and guides the treatment decisions. 
 

Figure 2: PET/MRI Fusion Image for Brain Tumor Localization 

 

3.4 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI):  DTI is one of the significant tools, which is used to evaluate normal white matter and 
tumor areas in the brain. Particularly, DTI measures were utilized in the studies by Li et al. (2020) and Patel et al. (2024) 
for suggesting possible psychiatric condition in patient. FA and MD values supply us with necessary information that a 
tumor infiltration is seen and also the negative symptoms are presented. 
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Table 3: DTI Metrics and Their Clinical Significance 

DTI Metric Clinical Significance 

Fractional Anisotropy (FA) Decreased values associated with tumor infiltration 

Mean Diffusivity (MD) Increased values associated with tumor aggressiveness 

 

3.5 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI): fMRI technique serves as a powerful mapping means of the brain 
activity, therefore, it often used in the preoperative planning to excise the tumor in order to prevent hemorrhage and 
ischemia. The article “ fMRI-guided neuronavigation for patients with brain tumors: A systematic review ” by Johnson et al. 
(2022) states that, using the fMRI guides corrects the locations of the neurons during the operation will reduce the 
postoperative neurological deficits they develop. Apart from the first-level task-(r) statement fMRI, resting based fMRI 
also offers us detailed information regarding functional network distribution and the cortical areas. 
 

Figure 3: Functional MRI Activation Map During Language Task 

 

4. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES FOR BRAIN TUMOR DETECTION 
 

4.1 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs): CNNs represent the cutting edge tool for not only segmentation but also for 
classifying the brain tumors on the medical imaging. As it was discovered by Wang and Zhang (2023), convolutional 
neural networks (CNNs) significantly outperform algorithms of traditional machine learning with an average dice 
coefficient of 0.85 for tumor segmentation. Among other techniques, fine-tuning of CNN algorithms pretrained on brain 
tumor collection of data shows great accuracy and range across multiple tumor types. 
 

Figure 4: CNN Architecture for Brain Tumor Segmentation 

 

4.2 Support Vector Machines (SVMs): SVMs are among the best mainstream classifiers performing in two classes’ 
separation setting, where the first one is the tumor and the second is represented by healthy tissues based on their 
features. A paper penned by Liu et al. (2021) presented the AUC of 0.92 for implementing SVM classifier for tumor 
classification, which outgrew the results from other machine learning algorithms. A number of studies have reported SVM 
models to have accuracies greater than 90% in discriminating various tumor grades. 
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Table 4: Performance Metrics of SVM-based Brain Tumor Classification 

Metric Performance 

Sensitivity 92% 

Specificity 88% 

Accuracy 90% 

 

4.3 Random Forests and Decision Trees: Multiple techniques like Random Forest and Classification Trees are applied to the 
large dimensionality and data interpretability at the same time. Chen et al. (2022) demonstrated a specific application of 
random forest-based feature selection by using it to identify imaging biomarkers associated with tumor aggressiveness 
and patient survival, which in turn guide the development of targeted therapeutic strategies and tumors, allowing 
therapists to identify the drugs which are the best for the respective patients [28]. 
 

Figure 5: Decision Tree for Brain Tumor Classification 

 

4.4 Deep Learning Architectures: Human-midbrain Deep Learning architectures such as U-Net and Attention Mechanisms 
have been shown to perform outstanding in brain tumor classification tasks, using large-scale datasets and applying 
advanced optimization algorithms specialized in segmentation, identification, as well as outlook prediction. Due to their 
learning capacity about hierarchical issues, segmentation, classification, and patients' outcomes prediction can be 
accurately performed. 
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Figure 6: U-Net Architecture for Brain Tumor Segmentation 

 

5. EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN BRAIN TUMOR DETECTION 
 

5.1 Nanotechnology: Wang et al. (2024) research database reported that magnetic nanoparticles intensified their MRI image 
to increased signal around 300% up to thus facilitating cancer diagnosis. That distribution of the nanoparticles targeted 
with ligands can be used in brain drug delivery and therapy is now clear. 
 

Figure 7: Schematic Representation of Gold Nanoparticle Targeting 

 

5.2 Liquid Biopsies: Liquid biopsy technique as a non-invasive method to identify the tumor cells and cell-free DNA from the 
bloodstream has been proven to be able to identify tumor-specific cfDNA persistence and has molecular characteristics 
like genomic heterogeneity and evolution. 
 

Table 5: Clinical Applications of Liquid Biopsies in Brain Tumor Management 

Application Description 

Treatment Monitoring Detection of treatment-resistant mutations in ctDNA 

Prognostic Biomarkers Identification of genomic alterations associated with poor prognosis 

Minimal Residual Disease Monitoring Monitoring residual tumor burden post-surgery or therapy 

 
5.3 Optical Imaging: Different types of the eye based imaging techniques like OCT and fluorescence imaging increase the 

resolution of human brain tumor imaging especially during surgery. The clinical trial of Smith et al. (2022) demonstrated 
their capabilities, such as tumor implantation, surgical navigation, and futile tumor regrowth, to improve prognoses for 
many patients. 
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6. CASE STUDIES AND RECENT RESEARCH FINDINGS 

This section comprises of the case studies section and represents an overview of main findings from recent research 
publication carried out from 2020 to 2024. Clinical cases present technologies in action, where effectiveness in patient care 
and treatment is shown on real patients. 

6.1 Case Study: Joining with PET/MRI in the diagnosis of glioma Co-operating with PET/MRI in the diagnosis of 
glioma. 

 Background: A 45-year-old male presented with headaches slowly getting worse and new neurological symptoms 
appearing periodically. The mass was identified by MRI in the left frontal lobe, which generated the suspicion of gliooma. 

 Approach: Through the PET/MRI availability for comprehensive tumor evaluation, the patient obtained PET-PET fusion 
in order to provide the metabolic information with anatomical detail. 

 Findings: The molecular imaging corresponding to the 'PET/MRI fusion' showed higher metabolic activity covering the 
lesion depicted by MRI, compliant with classification of a high-grade glioma. The multimodal approach is very good at 
tumor visualization and for tumor extent assessment. 

 Outcome: The patient was subjected to resection protocol under the guidance of PET/MRI where an actual 
histopathologic confirmation of glioblastoma was done and checked. Examination after the surgery showed that residuals 
masses were still remained, which asked for adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy. 
 

6.2 Research Finding: The Deep Learning-based Segmentation of Tumors. 
 Study: An MRI base recent work by Chen et al. (2023) utilized deep learning method for automatic segmentation of brain 

tumor in MRI scans. 
 Methodology: For the study a convolutional neural network (CNN) organized architecture with a great number of 

annotated MRI image set was qualified. 
 Results: The CNN, employing CNN, demonstrated high speed, accuracy and robustness, as a Dice coefficient higher than 

0.90 was achieved for tumor segmentation, taking into account glioblastomas, meningioma’s and metastases. 
 Significance: This result confirms the capability of deep learning networks for precise and efficient tumor segmentation 

and consequently for accurate delineation of gross tumor volume which assists clinicians in developing the respective 
treatment plan and monitoring. 
 

6.3 Case Study: Intraoperative Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) Guidance 
 Background: A 60-year-old female underwent craniotomy for resection of a suspected meningioma located near eloquent 

brain regions. 
 Approach:  Intraoperative OCT was used to visualize tumor margins in real-time during surgery, providing high-

resolution cross-sectional images of tissue microstructure. 
 Findings: OCT-guided resection enabled the surgeon to differentiate between tumor and normal brain tissue accurately. 

The technique facilitated maximal tumor resection while preserving critical neurological function. 
 Outcome: Postoperative imaging confirmed gross total resection of the tumor, with no new neurological deficits 

observed. The patient experienced favorable postoperative recovery and was discharged home within a week. 
 

6.4 Research Finding: Liquid Biopsy for Treatment Monitoring 
 Study: Martinez and other (2022) conducted a research aim to know the role of liquid biopsy in monitoring treatment 

response in a Cohort of recurrent glioblastoma patients. 
 Methodology: The examination of the variation in the amounts of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) present in serial blood 

samples drawn from peripheral arteries before, during and after chemotherapy was the focus of the study. 
 Results: Level of ctDNA was directly associated with treatment response, as patients who showed improving tumor 

response presented a decrease in ctDNA concentration and rising levels in patients with disease progression. 
 Significance: Liquid biopsy is an highly minimally invasive method for cancer treatment by monitoring treatment 

response and disease progression in patients with glioblastoma. This, in turn, can lead to the better adoption of targeted 
therapies and personalized interventions. 
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6.5 Case Study: Integration of DTI in Tumor Resection Planning 
 Background: A 55-years-old male patient had a diagnosis of parietal lobe tumor with right posterior zone and exhibited 

motor and sensory deficits which were progressing. 
 Approach: The preoperative DTI was applicate to evaluate the tumor’s errors to the eloquent white matter tract and 

devise the surgical approach. 
 Findings: DTI tractography showed tumoral invasion of the corticospinal tract. On this account, a personalized surgical 

approach calls for a surgical plan which would lead to maximal tumoral extraction while preservation of motor function. 
 Outcome: Combining the findings from the Diffusion tensor Image with the electromyography stimulation during the 

surgery confirmed the DTI findings, which guided the surgeon in navigating around critical white matter pathways. 
Complete tumor removal was accomplished with e postoperative complications, thereby providing an after-effect of 
significant relief in symptoms. 

The use of novel brain tumor technologies, like multimodal imaging amalgamation, deep learning segmentation, and liquid 
biopsy, have vital results in clinical practice ranging from accurate diagnosis, more precise surgical interventions and also the 
design of better treatment techniques for patients of brain tumors. 

7. RESULT 

The translation of brain tumor detection technologies to a routine clinical use is complicated due to the gaps in 
standardization, validation and integration of multi-modal data among other challenges. 

 Standardization of Imaging Protocols: Different imaging protocols that vary among healthcare institutions hamper image 
repeatability and quality. Current methods of brain tumor detection experience a lack of standardized protocols.  

 Validation of Emerging Biomarkers: The applicability of emerging biomarkers poses a problem in clinical utility and the 
capacity to incorporate them into standard nursing practices. Longitudinal studies and multi-centric trials will also be of 
interest. 

 Interpretability of Machine Learning Models: While there are machine learning models such as deep learning 
architectures which have demonstrated results, the issue of their interpretability still remains. The research should be 
based on the fact of the development of the transparent models beginning from the explainable AI methods. 

 Integration of Multi-Modal Data: There are numerous technical and logistic challenges related to different formats, 
storage, and interconnectivity. Seamless integration can come to life by creating new, cutting edge solutions. 

 Clinical Validation and Adoption: It is essential to strengthen interactions of researchers, clinicians, industrial partners 
and regulatory agencies for the purposes of technology adoption and to consider clinical usage, cost-effectiveness and 
patient outcomes. 

 
8. CONCLUSION: CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The entirety of the hopes of gaining achievements in the study of mental illnesses, solving problems, and making the right care 
decisions can be anchored on the collaborative effort of stakeholders; this can be achieved through proper research, and any 
other measures of improvement in quality or accuracy of care. The path of brain tumor diagnosis is definitely very 
complicated, with factors such as heterogeneity of tumor biology, processing machine learning models, and integrating 
multisource data sets. As for possible research directions, it is necessary to cope with the drawbacks raised and make use of 
the latest technological innovation, such as the medical application of artificial intelligence and molecular imaging techniques 
that could be superior to the former. Hence, research and private sector are working hand in hand by using imaging 
modalities, machine learning algorithms, and other new technologies, to boost the diagnosis accuracy, treatment plans, and 
patient survival rate by doctors in case of brain tumor. 
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